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Sensory 

Motor 

Birth -2 years  

•This is the first stage of Piaget's theory of cognitive deveopment. The sensory motor stage is centred on the 
bases of a 'Schema' which is a mental representations triggered by stimuli helping the child make sense of 
the world.  

•In this stage children are considered ego-centric, meaning that they cannot yet consider the needs and 
wants of others.  

•This is the stage where children do not understand object permance, for example if their vision of 
something is blocked they believe it has disappeared. Such as a game of peek-a-boo.  

Pre-operations 

 2-7 years  

•In this stage children start to develop their vocabulary.  

•At this stage children are still considered ego-centric, although children gradually start to decenter as their 
conception of the world changes.   

•Animism occurs in this stage where children assume that everything and everone else are like themselves, 
for example they assume  inanimate objects have feelings and can be hurt like them.  

•This aspect of the pre-operational stage is moral realism , where the childs believes that their way of 
thinking about the difference between right and wrong are shared by others.  

 

 

Concrete operational  

7-12 years  

•In this stage children become more rational and mature, as they develop a deeper understanding of their 
world.  

•Children at this stage are able to develop logical thought about an object and be able to manipulate it .  

•Animism and ego-centricism decline in this stage and children use operational thought, eg. imagining the 
'what if?'  

•children in this stage can also start to develop an understanding of the idea of reverability, where things 
can be done and undone.  

 

Formal operations  

12-15 years  

•This is the final stage of Piaget's theory of cognitive development, although all people may not attain this 
final level of formal thinking. It may be the case that particular people achieve higher level of thinking in 
specific area.  

•In this stage children can use symbols related to abstract concepts.  

•Children in this stage use their logic to understand complex ideas including relationships and justice.  


